
Year 3 Remote Learning

Times Tables
20 minutes

This is another opportunity to practice your multiplication
and division facts. Choose a challenge that is suitable for
you and complete the triangles by finding the missing
number. There are three main challenges to choose from
and an ultimate challenge to complete if you are feeling
brave enough!! If you want to get active, then play the video
and follow the moves to learn your 8 times tables!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-maths-th
e-8-times-table-with-filbert-fox/z4mrhbk

Maths
1 hour

L.O. I am learning to convert pence to pounds.
Watch the video on the link below before you complete the
main task. If you are finding this tricky, there is a very mild
task. There is a challenge if you want to push yourself
further! Make sure you check your answers too!
https://vimeo.com/497942634

Spelling
20 minutes

L.O. To practise and apply knowledge of suffixes:
Plural, including a test.
In this lesson, we will practise the rules associated with
adding suffixes to make plurals. We will learn how to
practise using the 'best bet' strategy and will test the words
previously set to learn.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-and-apply-kno
wledge-of-suffixes-plural-including-a-test-6gt3jc

Pink Group:
L.O. I am learning to use the ‘r’ sound for words with
/wr/.
If you need to, look back at the lesson from yesterday to
remind yourself of what you are learning. Have you thought
of any other words that start with ‘wr’ for the /r/ sound?
Practice the words on the handwriting sheet and also
practice using a spelling pyramid. Then get someone to test
you on the ones that you are finding really tricky.

English
1 hour

L.O. I am learning to write the start of a story.
In today’s lesson, you will be finishing the start of your story.
Again, you will be concentrating on showing not telling your
audience how Sophie is feeling, but you will also be focusing
on using compound sentences in your writing.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-write-
thesecond-part-of-the-opening-part-2-6xk3et?activity=vi
deo&step=1
Pink Group:
L.O. To explore character.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-and-apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-plural-including-a-test-6gt3jc
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In this lesson, we will explore the character of the unlucky
man from the perspectives of other characters in the story.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-explore-c
haracter-6rtp6t

Computing
30 minutes

L.O: I am learning how to type using the middle row of
the keyboard.
This week we would like you to spend a little bit of time
improving your typing skills. The PowerPoint has a link to
the BBC Bitesize game that shows you where to place your
fingers on the keyboard and once you’ve practised you can
then play a game to see how quickly you can find the letter.
Today’s challenge is to use the middle row of the keyboard

PE
1 hour

Please use the videos on the school website of the
Superstar Sports coaches leading your PE sessions. Please
try to complete at least one hour of exercise this morning.
Please click on the link below.
https://www.fjslive.net/page/?title=PE&pid=825
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